
Show Report – North Region Show, Notton, 27th Sept 2009 

Judge: - Georgie Busher JUI: - Lyn Gardner 
 
I was pleased to be asked to judge the first show of 

the season, at Notton for the North Region, 
partly because it meant a visit to Yorkshire, 

which I hardly know at all. The countryside 

was beautiful, and I must go back for a proper visit 
some day. The hall was a nice one, and everyone 

was very friendly with a pretty good entry for 

early in the season. I was also pleased to have Lyn 
Gardner as my JUI. 

 

I started with a class of Medium young 

females, but they were a disappointing lot, mostly out of condition, and lacking clarity. We gave a 
third for an animal of fair size, with acceptable colour, and an HC to a small youngster which needed 

a better neck, but had reasonable fur and colour. Both were well out of condition. 

The Light class produced a first for a good sized chin, with nice colour.  The fur was rather soft which 
again was down to condition. There was a third for one with tighter fur but down on colour, and a HC 

for a chin of good conformation and fair colour but with open fur. 

The Medium Darks were a better group, with four animals, all of which won ribbons. The first was a 

nice big animal with very good colour, good blocky conformation, and in much better condition. She 
went on to take Best Young Standard Female and Reserve Young Standard. The second was also a 

good animal, with nice tight fur and good coverage, but smaller and not so sharp in colour as the first. 

She took Reserve Young Standard Female. There was a third for a good-sized animal which was 
priming and therefore had rather open fur, and a HC for a very small but promising youngster, with 

good fur, finish and colour. 

We gave a second and a HC in the Novice class. The 2nd was in reasonable condition, not very bright, 
but with a sharp white underbelly fur. The HC was large, but needed stronger fur and better colour. 

  

The Young Standard Males Medium class.  The first ribbon winner was a good big animal, with 

strong fur and good colour, and sharp underbelly. He became Best Young Standard Male, Best Young 
Standard, a very nice animal. There was a third for a chin with good tight fur, but priming over the 

hips and lacking clarity. 

The first in the Medium Dark class was a good-coloured male, in fair condition and of clear colour 
and reasonable size, and went on to take Reserve Young Standard Male. The second had nice tight fur 

and was a good size, but had a very yellow underbelly, and the H/C was really blue in colour, but had 

very soft fur and was right out of condition on the day. I think a lot of these animals will improve 
once they have finished priming and there was certainly good potential. 

The Novice Young Standard males had a first and a second in the Medium Dark colour phase. The 

first was a nice big animal, well furred in reasonable condition, and with good clarity. The second was 

priming and open over the hips, but was also a good colour with good quality fur.  
The Crutchleys won Best and Reserve Young Standard Females with their two Medium Darks, and 

Sandy King did the same with the young standard males, just pipping the Crutchleys for Best Young 

Standard. Congratulations to both of them 
  

There were four Adult Standard Females, all a good size, with very good conformation. The first 

ribbon winner was a really good quality animal, with good fur strength, excellent size, and nice clear 

colour. The second had loose fur over the hips and was breaking a little down the sides, but again was 
big with nice clear colour. There were two HC’s, one had fair colour and size but uneven fur length 

and finish, and the other had good conformation, but the fur needed strength, and was rather open. 

The first animal was Reserve Adult Standard. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
97 Animals were exhibited at the 
Northern Show, comprising 43 

Standards and 40 Mutations  
& 14 X entries 



The one Nov ice in this class was of reasonable size, and had good quality fur, but needed more fur in 
the neck and a sharper colour. 

  

There were five Adult Standard Males, all judged in the same class. The first was a very nice animal, 

good big and blocky with tight fur and good coverage. It became Reserve Adult Standard Male. The 
second animal was smaller, still with the same fur quality and good coverage, and in prime, but it had 

a slightly off-colour bar. The third was a very good chin, big and blocky and a good colour, but the fur 

was longer so it wasn’t in such good condition as the others on the day. There was also a HC for an 
animal which was priming badly especially over the hips but had good potential. I would like to 

mention the fifth chin, which did not get a ribbon, because although it was a reasonable size and 

colour had been very badly prepared for the show, and could have gone further if it had been properly 
groomed and bathed. 

Then of course came Ritchie Huxley’s big moment. He produced a cracking Novice Adult Standard 

Male, big, well furred with nice strong stand-up fur, good colour and conformation and virtually in 

prime. It was a good clear blue colour too. It duly took the Best Adult Standard Male award, with the 
Crutchley’s Medium Dark adult male in second place, and went on to take Best Adult Standard, with 

the Crutchley’s Medium Dark adult female coming second. It finished the day as Reserve Best In 

Show, so very well done to the owner. 
  

There were almost as many mutations as standard animals, and Lyn and I had a great time sorting 

them out. The young Wilson Whites produced a third ribbon for a blue animal with rather coarse open 
fur, and an HC  for a blocky chin with reasonable fur, slightly out of condition.  

There were five young Beiges, a good group of animals. The first was a nice clear colour with a good 

blue look about it, being blocky and of good finish and coverage. The second did not have the colour 

or condition of the first, and was a little small. The third had good fur type but was slightly tinged, and 
a younger smaller animal got a HC because though breaking it had good strong stand up fur. There 

were four Sullivan Violets, and we gave a second which was really too small for its age but which had 

good tight fur and was a good colour. A third went to a bigger chin with weaker fur, and priming, and 
an HC to the biggest of the lot which had very soft fur, and lacked clear colour. Not a very good class.  

Six AOC’s produced a first and a third for two Pink Whites. The first was a beautiful animal, with 

lovely colour, not too peachy, excellent size and conformation, and nice strong stand up fur. The third 

couldn’t match this quality, though it was a nice animal of good size, but needed clearer colour. There 
was also a first for a Black Velvet, which had really dense mutation fur for a young animal, and a HC 

for another Black Velvet which showed promise.  

The Pink White was Best Young Mutation for the Crutchley’s, and Sandy King took reserve with her 
Beige. 

There were six Novice Young Mutations, which all went into the AOC class. There was a first for a 

big Beige animal, with good coverage of mutation fur and nice clear colour, and a third for a Black 
Velvet, which was light on the hips due to priming but a good size with nice fur quality. Another 

Beige got a HC, being a blocky animal with good fur quality, but not such desirable colour and rather 

light and priming over the hips. The novice Self Blacks did not receive ribbons as they were all very 

small, with weak fur, and lacking the blue overall colour.  
  

The Adult Mutations were a good class, headed by a beautiful Royal Blue, which was of excellent 

size and conformation, and had lovely strong fur of the correct mutation colour.  There was a second 
for a pretty good Sapphire, which was a fair size, had reasonable strong upright fur, and was a good 

clear colour. There was also a second for a Black Velvet, which still needs to develop its density of 

colour but has good conformation if rather small. There was a second for a nice big Wilson White, 
which wasn’t quite as blue as it should be, but had strong fur and was in fair condition. There was also 

a third and an HC for a couple of Beiges which needed better colour and finish.  

The Royal Blue became Best Adult Mutation, so well done again to the Crutchley’s.   

The Novice Adult mutations, of which there were eight, did not run to a first, but there was a second 
and a third for Beiges, the second having good fur quality and colour but being rather light over the 

hips , and the third being smaller and lacking finish. There was a HC for a big Beige-White cross, 

which had lots of fur, which tended to be uneven in length. The colour was reasonable, if varied. We 



also gave a HC to a Self Black, which was a better animal than the youngsters, being a good size with 
plenty of fur of a better colour and strength. 

 

We had a hard task choosing the final ribbon winners as the top animals were of good quality and 

pretty evenly matched. But the Crutchley Pink White was outstanding  and took Best Mutation with 
Sandy’s Beige as Reserve. The Pink White then went on to defeat, by a narrow margin, the very good 

medium dark adult novice standard male owned by Ritchie Huxley, two lovely animals and Lyn and I 

would have been happy to take either home with us. 
It was a good show with some nice animals which were a bit out of condition being so early in the 

season, but which showed a lot of promise for the future. Congratulations to all the ribbon winners, 

especially the novices who are really coming on and breeding some good stock. My thanks to Lyn for 
being such a supportive and knowledgeable JUI, and to the Show Manager and the stewards  -  and 

for my lunch. I did the trip home in one hit and got in about nineish, which wasn’t bad in view of all 

the hold-ups on the motorways. 

  
Thank you for having me. 

Georgie Busher 



 


